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1) 2016: una overview veloce
FSQ - risultati salienti 
SMP - risultati salienti  

2) 2017 piani e technical constraint



FSQ
+ MPI in dinamica soffice (tuning) e dura (Double Parton 

Scattering searches/characterization)
GEN-14-001, FSQ-15-007, FSQ-13-001, FSQ-16-005, FSQ-13-010  

+ Sondare la dipendenza energetica e la dimensione del 
sistema con le correlazioni: LRNS (e B-E)   

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 (2016) 172302 
+ Attività forward e diffrazione 

FSQ-13-008, FSQ-13-009, FSQ-12-001,CMS PAS FSQ-14-001



Modelli a interazioni partoniche multiple sono stati introdotti 
nel passato per giustificare evidenze sperimentali: 

molteplicità dei carichi, energy flow, KNO scaling, sezione 
d’urto inelastica…

Motivation 2/2
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partonic x-sec diverge per PT -> 0
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le MPI riassorbono l’eccesso residuo

L’acceso ad una scala energetica grande, con LHC, rende 
osservabili i contributi da più di un’interazione partonica 
descrivibile in approccio perturbativo, Double Parton 

Scattering è il primo meccanismo accessibile
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Dinamica Soffice, principalmente non perturbativa 

(Underlying Event)

Dinamica Dura, perturbativa 

(DPS)
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Leading pT track/jet

TransMIN: region with a lower activity

sensitive to MPI sensitive to ISR of hard process 

TransDIF:  TransMAX - TransMIN

Leading track/jet 
direction

Energy dependence

MPI activity grows more with √s than that from ISR

Underlying event analysis
MPI 1/6 Underlying Event and MC tuning

FSQ-15-007, -15-008 
10 7 Summary
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Figure 4: Charged-particle pseudorapidity density for the inclusive event sample measured by
CMS at different centre-of-mass energies

p
s = 900 GeV, 7 TeV and 13 TeV. The total systematic

uncertainties are shown as shaded bands encompassing the data points. The measurements are
compared to predictions of the MC event generators PYTHIA8 with the tunes Monash [19] and
CUETP8M1 [20], PYTHIA8 MBR with the tune 4C [33], HERWIG++ with the tune UE-EE-4C [39]
and EPOS with the LHC tune [44], represented by lines of different styles.

CMS-GEN-XXX: paper in preparation 

Due misure di riferimento
1) UE observables (charged particle multiplicity e pT sum) a 13 TeV in MIN e MAX region 
(in funzione del leading track pT) 
2) Charged particle multiplicity in collisioni MinBias 

Tuning MC (MPI, I-FSR e PS) da osservabili MB e MPI
CUETP8M2T4 è il nuovo tune UE/MB a 13 TeV 



The starting point of the Underlying Event tune
Need for improvement of the jet multiplicity in top events æ tune of –ISR

S and hdamp
æ hdamp is an internal parameter inside the POWHEG ME simulation, which

regulates the amount of additional hard radiation

Results
–ISR

S = 0.1108+0.0144
≠0.0142 hdamp = 1.581+0.658

≠0.585
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TOP-12-041, TOP-16-021
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MPI 2/6

Descrivere la jet multiplicity in top events → tune of αISR and hdamp
(hdamp is an internal parameter inside the POWHEG ME simulation, which regulates the amount of additional hard radiation)

La ricostruzione di eventi top deve essere precisa (nuova fisica, fondi e.g. ttH) 
Alta molteplicità -> sensibile allo showering (quindi al tune UE) 

The starting point of the Underlying Event tune

Top events are important background for searches (e.g. ttH)
Low jet multiplicity is sensitive to ME and matching to PS

High jet multiplicity is sensitive to PS (i.e. UE tune)
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Underlying Event and MC tuning

GEN-14-001, TOP-16-021, EPJC 76 (2016) 155 

Impact of the parton shower tuning in Pythia 8 in the modelling of tt_bar at 8 and 13 TeV



MPI 3/6 DPS - una sonda diretta

J. Gaunt, DPS theory intro 2

Why study DPS?

Double Parton Scattering (DPS) = when you have two separate 

hard interactions in a single proton-proton collision

In terms of total cross section for production of AB, DPS is 

power suppressed with respect to single parton scattering 

(SPS) mechanism:
2

2

~
QSPS

DPS 




Why then should we study DPS?

1. DPS can compete with SPS if SPS process is suppressed by small/multiple 

coupling constants (same sign WW, H+W production).

2. DPS populates the final state phase space in a different way from SPS. In 

particular, it tends to populate the region of small qA, qB – competitive with SPS 

in this region.

3. DPS becomes more important relative to SPS as the collider energy grows, and 

we probe smaller x values where there is a larger density of partons.

4. DPS reveals new information about the structure of the proton – in particular, 

correlations  between partons in the proton.

JG, Kom, Kulesza, Stirling, Eur.Phys.J. C69 (2010) 53-65

Del Fabbro, Treleani, Phys. Rev. D61 (2000) 077502

Bandurin, Golovanov, Skachkov, JHEP 1104 (2011) 054
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DPS: 2 interazioni hard in una singola 
collisione p-p

A+B è power suppressed rispetto al 
corrispondente SPS

Ma.. 
1) DPS compete con SPS quando il processo è soppresso (piccoli/

multipli accoppiamenti - same sign WW, produzione H+W) 
2) DPS popola lo spazio delle fasi diversamente dall’SPS (in particolare 

tende a popolare la regione a piccoli qA, qB) 
3) DPS diventa relativamente più importante all’aumentare dell’ecm (x più 

piccoli, con più alta densità partonica) 
4) DPS è una sonda innovativa per la struttura del protone (in particolare 

le correlazioni partoniche nel protone)
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MPI 4/6 DPS - una sonda diretta

J. Gaunt, DPS theory intro 3

Inclusive cross section for DPS

We know that in order to make a prediction for any process at the LHC, we need a 
factorisation formula (always hadrons/low energy QCD involved). 

It's the same for double parton scattering. Postulated form for integrated double 
parton scattering cross section based on analysis of lowest order Feynman 
diagrams / parton model considerations:    
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Collinear double parton distribution (DPD)

Parton level cross sections

Symmetry factor

N. Paver, D. Treleani, Nuovo Cim. A70 (1982) 215.

M. Mekhfi, Phys. Rev. D32 (1985) 2371.

Diehl, Ostermeier and Schafer (JHEP 1203 (2012))
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b = separation in transverse 
space between the two partons

b

(n.b. in the following)

J. Gaunt, DPS theory intro 4

Simplifying assumptions often used
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Further approximation that is often made:

Several MCs (PYTHIA, HERWIG) 

use these approximations to model 

MPI
Some refinements – e.g. x dependent proton 

size: Corke, Sjöstrand, JHEP 05 (2011) 009) 

 

If one ignores correlations between partons in the proton:

Common ‘lore’: approximately valid at low x, due to 

the large population of partons at such x values.
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Impact parameter 

dependent PDFs

Many phenomenological estimates of DPS use this equation
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MPI 5/6 DPS - una sonda diretta

sperimentalmente, fino ad ora, gli sforzi sono sulla misura di sigma_eff 

1) incertezze grandi per la dipendenza dal modello MC  
2) valori tendenzialmente minori (?) per misure charmate 
3) limiti di risoluzione (jet a basso pT) 

Con più statistica e energia -> canali diretti, ad esempio il same-sign WW

Role of the quantity ‡
e�

Is the value for ‡e�
a useful input?
How can one reduce
the exp. unc.?
Should one try also
a global extraction?

Combined extraction in di�erent
channels/energies?

Paolo Gunnellini MPI@LHC2016 November 2016 8
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Jonathan R. Gaunt et al.: Same-sign W pair production as a probe of double parton scattering at the LHC 3
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Fig. 1. Cross sections of various processes in proton (anti-)proton collisions as a function of
√
s. The dotted curves correspond

to single scattering processes, while the solid curves correspond to double scattering processes computed using GS09 dPDFs.
From top down, the pp̄ single scattering cross sections in the Tevatron region are σW± , σW+W− , σW±Z , σZZ and σW±W±jj .
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of which can produce a pair of same-sign leptons and miss-
ing ET . The former leads to a SSL signal when the ‘wrong’
sign lepton from Z decay falls outside the detector accep-
tance, whereas for the latter, SSL events result when a
neutral B0 meson undergoes B0-B̄0 mixing, followed by
leptonic decays. These backgrounds have not been studied
in detail in the context of di-boson production (a brief dis-
cussion of the W±Z(γ∗) background can be found in [34]).
We will go beyond comparing the DPS W±W± signal and
SPS W±W±jj background [24–26] to explore the impact
of a fairly standard choice of lepton cuts on SSL events
from both the signal and backgrounds.

This paper is organised as follows. In the following
section we discuss in detail the calculation of the sig-
nal W±W± → l±l±νν DPS process cross section. We
compare total cross sections and rapidity distributions

obtained using GS09 dPDFs and approximate factorised
dPDFs. In Sections 3 and 4 we study a number of impor-
tant background contributions to the SSL signal, and in-
vestigate to what extent they can be suppressed through
final-state cuts. Our conclusions on the observability of
DPS at the LHC in the WW SSL channel are presented
in Section 5.

2 Signal processes: leptonic channels of
W±W±

The DPS signal consists of two same-sign leptons and
missing energy, coming from the decay of two same-sign
W bosons. The leptons are produced in two simultaneous

1) x-sec DPS ~ SPS 
2) bassa statistica dal Run-I FSQ-13-001+ 

FSQ-16-005 (combined)
3) analisi dal Run-II ongoing
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FSQ
+ MPI in dinamica soffice (tuning) e dura (Double Parton 

Scattering searches/characterization) 
GEN-14-001, FSQ-15-007, FSQ-13-001, FSQ-16-005, FSQ-13-010  

+ Sondare la dipendenza energetica e la dimensione del 
sistema con le correlazioni: LRNS (e B-E)   

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 (2016) 172302 
+ Attività forward e diffrazione 

FSQ-13-008, FSQ-13-009, FSQ-12-001,CMS PAS FSQ-14-001



LRNS correlations
LONG-RANGE NEAR-SIDE TWO-PARTICLE 
CORRELATIONS

28/11/2016V. MARIANI 14

The long-range near-side yields have been measured for p-p, 
p-Pb and Pb-Pb collisions in CMS.

The ridge-like correlations become significant at a multiplicity 
value of about 40 in all three systems and exhibit a nearly 
linear increase for higher value.

For a given multiplicity value the associated yield in pp
collision is roughly 10 % and 25 % of those observed in PbPb
and pPb collissions respectively.
There a strong collision system size dependence of the long-
range near-side correlations

Possible interpretations of the “ridge-effect”:
1. Hydrodynamic models
2. Multiple Parton Interaction

Le correlazioni LRNS sono visibili in p-p, p-Pb and Pb-Pb 
con CMS 

La struttura ridge-like diventa significativa per 
molteplicità >40 in tutti e 3 i sistemi e cresce con la 
molteplicità

Per una data molteplicità lo yield cresce più rapidamente 
per sistemi più grandi (pp è il 10% and 25% di quello 
osservato in PbPb and pPb ) 

C’e’ una dipendenza forte dalla system-size

Hydrodynamics ?   
Color Glass Condensate ?   
angular-correlated MPI ??

STRANGE HADRONS PRODUCTION AND 
CORRELATION
� The observed long-range (|Δη| > 2) correlations are quantified in terms of azimuthal 

anisotropy Fourier harmonics (vn)

� The elliptic v2 and triangular v3 flow Fourier harmonics are extracted from long-range 
two-particle correlations at different values of center of mass energy 

28/11/2016V. MARIANI 16

V2:
• No energy dependence
• Qualitatively similar shape for pp, p-Pb, and Pb-Pb

V3:
• No energy dependence
• Values for pp are slightly different from p-Pb and Pb-

Pb at higher multiplicity (N > 60)

CAN MPI EXPLAIN LONG-RANGE NEAR-SIDE 
TWO-PARTICLE CORRELATIONS?

How could we explain such correlations with MPI theory?
1. For large impact parameter b the MPI tend to lie in the collision plane of the hardest interaction and 

the final state particles will have similar azimuthal angle φ (near-side)

2. MPI would require enough interactions to explain the high multiplicity events

3. Incoming partons have very different xbj hence will have interactions in a broad pseudorapidity range η
(long range)

BUT high multiplicity events are generally central collisions with an impact parameters b≈0.

Adding a modification in PYTHIA6, introducing a correlation between the azimuth of the event planes of 
individual MPI and the event plane of the hardest interaction

28/11/2016V. MARIANI 19

With this modification PYTHIA shows the ridge 
structure especially for the high-multiplicity 
moderate pT events (left).
The ridge is visible also in the moderate-
multiplicity (center) but not in right plot with 
high multiplicity events including all pT > 0.1 GeV

arXiv:1203.2048

ricordiamo questi aspetti per il 2017…

LONG-RANGE NEAR-SIDE TWO-PARTICLE 
CORRELATIONS

p-p collisions results at 13 TeV:

28/11/2016V. MARIANI 12

In high-multiplicity pp events (Ntrk
offline ≥ 105), 

in addition to these jet-like correlation structures, 
a “ridge”-like structure is clearly visible at ∆φ ≈ 0, 
extending over a range of at least 4 units in |∆η|. 

Confirmed what observed at 7 TeV

No such long-range correlations are predicted by PYTHIA.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 (2016) 172302

At lower energy observed only in N-N collisions

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 (2016) 172302

elliptic flow, strange production…
hydrodynamical interpretation ?



FSQ
+ MPI in dinamica soffice (tuning) e dura (Double Parton 

Scattering searches/characterization) 
GEN-14-001, FSQ-15-007, FSQ-13-001, FSQ-16-005, FSQ-13-010  

+ Sondare la dipendenza energetica e la dimensione del 
sistema con le correlazioni: LRNS (e B-E)   

Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 (2016) 172302 
+ Attività forward e diffrazione

FSQ-13-008, FSQ-13-009, FSQ-12-001,CMS PAS FSQ-14-001



Forward activity and diffraction
t » - p2q2: four-momentum transfer squared;

x = Dp/p: fractional momentum loss

b* = 0.55 m b* = 90 m b* = 1000 m

Diffraction: x > ~0.03, low
cross-section processes
(hard diffraction)
Elastic scattering:large |t|

*

1
b

 L

Diffraction: all x if |t| > 0.01 GeV2

soft & semi-hard diffraction
Elastic scattering: low to mid |t|
Total cross-section

Elastic scattering: very
low |t|, Coulomb-
hadronic interference
Total cross-section

> 1033 cm- 2 s- 1 ~1027 cm- 2 s- 1

2

LHC optics & proton acceptance

Alto PileUp rende impossibile il tag dei rapidity gaps, e complica l’efficacia dei tagli di esclusività 
à verso l’uso esclusivo del proton-taggers (TOTEM)
à integrazione con CT-PPS (vedi talk di Enrico venerdì)

slide di Kenneth Osterberg (TOTEM)



Selection: opposite sign leptons with pT1> 20 GeV, |η|<2.4 GeV
Exclusivity cut: no extra track on vertex
Control sample: μμ,ee (exclusivity cut, proton dissociation)
Signal sample: eμ with pT(eμ)>30 GeV – limits on aQGC

Exclusive production 1/2

FSQ 13-008

Nuovo constrain su A-Quartic 
Gauge Coupling:
+ 25% meglio che nel 2011 

(Λ=500 GeV)
+ 3x meglio che nel 2011 in 

“no form factor”

W+W- exclusive production

13 events osservati in 
eccesso su SM bkg of 
3.3±0.3

11

Table 2: Summary of systematic uncertainties affecting the signal.
Uncertainty

Proton dissociation factor 10.5%
0 extra tracks Efficiency Correction 5.0%
Trigger and lepton ID 2.4%
Luminosity 2.6%
Total 12.1%

final correction factor. The systematic uncertainty is estimated from the statistical uncertainty
associated with the correction applied, resulting in an overall uncertainty of 5% on the signal
efficiency.

The normalization factor for the proton dissociation contribution to the signal is obtained from
high-mass gg ! `+`� events in data. The statistical uncertainty on this factor is 9.2%, based
on the combination of the µ+µ� and e+e� channels. An additional effect of 5.0% must be in-
cluded to describe the difference between the matrix element prediction of LPAIR used in the
method described in Section 5, and the equivalent photon approximation used to generate sig-
nal events. Adding these in quadrature results in an overall systematic uncertainty of 10.5%
related to the proton dissociation contribution. We have also checked that the proton dissocia-
tion factor does not vary as a function of the dilepton invariant mass threshold. To prove that
this was the case, the threshold was varied from 100 � 400 GeV.

The full list of systematic uncertainties for the signal efficiency is shown in Table 2. The overall
systematic uncertainty assigned to the signal is 12.1%. The systematic uncertainties considered
for the background prediction include the limited statistics of the relevant simulation or data
control samples, luminosity, trigger efficiency, and lepton identification efficiency.

The systematic uncertainties considered for the background estimation include the trigger and
lepton ID, luminosity, and simulation statistics. In addition, an uncertainty of ±0.24 events on
the electroweak W+W� background contribution is included, corresponding to the full differ-
ence between the background predictions of the MADGRAPH and PHANTOM generators.

8 Results

The total expected background is 3.5 ± 0.5 (stat.) events, with an expected signal of 5.3 ± 0.1
(stat.) events, corresponding to a mean expected signal significance of 2.4 ± 0.5s. Figure 8
shows the extra tracks multiplicity and pT(µ±e⌥) distribution for events passing all other se-
lection requirements. In the signal region with 0 extra tracks and pT(µ±e⌥) > 30 GeV, 13 events
are observed in the data that pass all the selection criteria.

The properties of the selected events, including the µ±e⌥ invariant mass, acoplanarity, and
missing transverse energy, are consistent with the SM signal plus background prediction (Fig. 9).

8.1 Cross section measurement

Interpreting the results as a cross section multiplied by the branching fraction to µ±e⌥ final
states, corrected for all experimental efficiencies and extrapolated to the full phase space, we
find:

s(pp ! p(⇤)W+W�p(⇤) ! p(⇤)µ±e⌥p(⇤)) = 12.3+5.5
�4.4fb.

con una previsione SM di 6.9 +/-0.6 fb

il pT del sistema di-lepton può essere 
usato per estrarre i limiti nell’ipotesi di 
AQGC 
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Figure 4: Differential U photoproduction cross section as a function of |t| measured in pPb
collisions at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV in the dimuon rapidity region |y| < 2.2. The solid line represents

the result of a fit with an exponential function N e�b|t|.

This contribution has been subtracted from the data. The CMS data are plotted together with
the previous measurements from H1 [17], ZEUS [18, 22], and LHCb [27] in Fig. 5. Our results
cover the range of energies between these earlier HERA and LHC data. Comparisons to differ-
ent model predictions are shown as well. As s(Wgp) is proportional to the square of the gluon
PDF of the proton, and the gluon distribution at low Bjorken x is well described by a power
law, the cross section follows also a power-law energy dependence. Any deviation from such
a trend would indicate a different behaviour of the evolution of the underlying gluon density.
A fit with a power-law dependence A ⇥ (W/400)d to the CMS data, shown as a black solid
line, gives d = 0.96 ± 0.43 and A = 655 ± 196, in agreement with the value d = 1.2 ± 0.8 ob-
tained by ZEUS [18]. A similar fit to the CMS, H1 and ZEUS data gives d = 0.94 ± 0.28, in very
good agreement with the results of the fit to the CMS data alone. The result of the fit to in the
whole kinematic range, after including the higher-Wgp LHCb data, yields a smaller increase
with d = 0.76 ± 0.14.

The data are compared to the predictions of the JMRT model [7] using leading-order (LO) and
next-to-leading-order (NLO) calculations. A fit with the power-law function in the entire Wgp
range of the data yields d = 1.39 and d = 0.84 for the LO and NLO calculations, respectively.
The LO predictions show a steeper increase of the cross section with energy than seen in the
data over the full kinematic range. The NLO prediction reproduces the measured rise of the
cross section with Wgp, although it is systematically lower, yet still consistent within uncertain-
ties, with the absolute value of the experimental cross sections up to Wgp = 826 GeV (down to
x ⇡ 10�4). The (default) STARLIGHT prediction, based on an empirical energy-dependence ex-
tracted from HERA data, clearly overestimates the cross sections for increasing values of Wgp.
The recent LHCb results measured in pp collisions at higher Wgp [27] also disfavour the JMRT
LO and STARLIGHT predictions. Figure 5 also shows theoretical predictions from the following

2013 pPb data @5.02 TeV, L ~ 33 nb-1
UPC trigger with two muons
Dimuons with pT(μ)> 3 GeV, 0.1< 
pT(μμ)<1 GeV, 9.12<Mμμ<10.64 GeV 
no extra track

 t-slope of cross-section    
(comparable with HERA) 

   Cross-section of Y(1S) vs γ-p c.o.m. energy 
(compared with HERA and theory)

b = 4.5 ± 1.7 (stat.) ± 0.6 (sys.) GeV-2
In accordo con i risultati di ZEUS e 
modelli pQCD

Measurement of exclusive Υ photoproduction in pPb - collisioni ultraperiferiche
Exclusive production 2/2

FSQ 13-009

4 4 Event Selection and Data–Monte Carlo comparison

Figure 2: Invariant mass distribution for the µ+µ� pairs in the range 8 < Mµ+µ� < 12 GeV. The
three peaks correspond to the U(1S), U(2S) and U(3S) mesons. The fit to the data is performed
with ROOFIT. The blue line corresponds to the polynomial fit to the two-photon QED contin-
uum, the red dashed line to the Gaussian fit of the resonances. The corresponding number of
events are indicated in the legend.
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Figure 3: Distributions of the transverse momentum squared p2
T and rapidity y of the muon

pairs with invariant mass 9.12 < mµ+µ� < 10.64 GeV in the combined pPb and Pbp samples.

section energy dependence (see Section 3), which minimize the difference in c2 (goodness-of-
fit) values between the data and MC in Fig. 3. The minimization was performed in the rapidity
distribution simultaneously for the gp and gPb events, and in the p2

T distribution for the gp
events. For gPb events the default STARLIGHT pT spectrum was used because it was not
possible to select a data sample dominated by gPb events for MC validation due to the low
production cross section.

8 8 Results

Table 2: Systematic uncertainties on the measurements of the b of the exponential |t| depen-
dence and the ds/dy cross section; individual contributions, as well as the total systematic
uncertainty are shown.

Source b ds/dy
Inclusive background modeling 11% 10%
Exclusive QED background modeling 6% 18%
Muon efficiency (Tag and Probe) – 11%
Unfolding 2% 1%
MC modeling 2% 7%
Feed-down – 2%
Branching ratios – 2%
Luminosity – 4%
Total 13% 25%

8 Results

8.1 Cross section as a function of |t|
The differential cross section ds/d|t| measured in five bins of |t| for |y| < 2.2, as described in
Section 6, is shown in Fig. 4. The cross section is fitted with an exponential function N e�b|t|

in the region 0.01 < |t| < 1.0 GeV2, using the unbinned c2 (goodness-of-fit) minimization
method. A value of b = 4.5 ± 1.7 (stat) ± 0.6 (syst) GeV�2 is extracted from the fit. This results
is in agreement with the value b = 4.3+2.0

�1.3 (stat) measured by the ZEUS experiment [20] for the
photon-proton center-of-mass energy 60 < Wgp < 220 GeV. The measured value of b is also
consistent with the predictions based on pQCD models [7].

8.2 Cross section as a function of Wgp

The ds/dy cross section is obtained, as described in Section 6, in four rapidity bins �2.2 <
y < �0.95,�0.95 < y < �0.25, �0.25 < y < 0.25 and 0.25 < y < 2.2, and the results are
listed in Table 3. The exclusive U(1S) photoproduction cross section as a function of Wgp =q

2Ep MU exp(y), is obtained through the relation

sgp!U(1S)p(W
2
gp) =

1
F

dsU(1S)

dy
, (3)

where each rapidity corresponds to a given photon-proton center-of-mass energy Wgp (Fig. 5).
The cross sections are given at the value W0, which corresponds to the average pseudorapidity
over a bin, hyi. The photon flux F in Eq. (3), evaluated at the mean of the rapidity bin, is
obtained from STARLIGHT and calculated in the impact parameter space with the constraint
that there should be no hadronic interaction. The uncertainty in the photon flux is estimated
by changing the Pb radius by ±0.5 fm, covering different estimates of nuclear skin thickness,
and amounts to 2%, 3%, 3% and 9% in the four y bins (corresponding to 91 < Wgp < 171,
171 < Wgp < 243, 243 < Wgp < 312, 312 < Wgp < 826 GeV), respectively. The photon
flux uncertainty is larger for higher photon energies as they are dominated by small impact
parameters.

The contribution to the exclusive U photoproduction cross section from gPb processes is small
due to the Z2 larger photon flux from Pb. According to the STARLIGHT simulations it amounts
to 1–2% in the high |t| and y bins and to 18% and 13% for the lowest |t| and y bin respectively.

σ(Wγp) proporzionale al quadrato gluon PDF che a basso x è descritta da 
una legge di potenza (quindi σ) 

Ogni deviazione dal trend atteso indicherebbe un comportamento diverso per 
l’evoluzione della densità gluonica 



Jet-GAP-Jet
+ Events with two leading jets 

separated by a rapidity gap: pT>40 
GeV, |η|>1.5

+ Gap defined as absence of tracks in   
|η|<1 between jets

+ Multiplicity distribution in the gap 
region compared to MC predictions

Compared to CDF/D0 results at 1.8 TeV – suppression by a factor of 2 
(consistent with that observed at Tevatron for 1.8/0.63 TeV)

LL BFKL Mueller Tang (MT) model does not describe the data, waiting for NLO BFKL predictions of Royon et al.

FSQ 12-001
Torino

…pub imminente

color singlet fraction



Measurement vs t cross section

.

CMS+TOTEM

Low PU 2012 CMS+TOTEM data @ 8 TeV, L ~ 50 nb-1, L1 Dijet trigger

dijets with pT>30 GeV, |η|<4.4, single vertex 
Good proton in either RP; x,y fiducial cuts, 0.03<ξ<0.1, 0.03<|t|<1 GeV2

MC: SD - POMWIG SD and POMWIG Reggeon, ND - PYTHIA QCD (no pileup)
ξCMS- ξTOTEM < 0 - to reject beam- and PU-related background, main issue

Measurement vs ξ cross sections 

CMS PAS FSQ-14-001, TOTEM-NOTE-2014-002 

Diffractive dijet production

Torino, Genova



SMP
+ Vincolare αS(MZ) e PDFs PDFs da jets, DY, V+HF…  

SMP-14-001, SMP-14-010, SMP-14-020, SMP-16-011, 
SMP-16-016, SMP-16-009 

+ Vincolare la precisione: misura W-like per la massa dello Z 
SMP-14-007, SMP-16-007  

+ Multi-boson: Vector Boson Scattering e Fusion 
           SMP-16-001, SMP-14-008



SMP
+ Vincolare αS(MZ) e PDFs PDFs da jets, DY, V+HF… 

SMP-14-001, SMP-14-020, SMP-14-010, SMP-16-011, 
SMP-16-016, SMP-16-009 

+ Vincolare la precisione: misura W-like per la massa dello Z 
SMP-14-007, SMP-16-007  

+ Multi-boson: Vector Boson Scattering e Fusion 
           SMP-16-001, SMP-14-008



SM 1/4αS(MZ) and PDFs
Analisi sezioni d’urto doppio e triplo-differenziale della produzione di-jet  
Fotone(+jets) 
DY ad alta massa

16 8 Determination of aS
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Figure 10: The c2 minimization with respect to aS(MZ) using the CT10 NLO PDF set and data
from all rapidity bins. The uncertainty is obtained from the aS(MZ) values for which c2 is
increased by one with respect to the minimum value, indicated by the horizontal line. The
curve corresponds to a fourth-degree polynomial fit through the available c2 points.

with a c2/Nbins of 191.3/185, not very different from the value obtained using CT10 NLO
PDF set. The value of aS(MZ) obtained is compatible with the best current world average
aS(MZ) = 0.1185 ± 0.0006 [41].

The value of aS depends on the scale Q at which it is evaluated, decreasing with its increase.
The measured pT interval [74,2500] GeV is divided into nine different ranges, shown in the first
column in Table 5, and aS(MZ) is determined for each of them. The scale dependence aS(Q) is
determined following the same fit procedure used in the previous section.

The Q scale corresponding to each pT range is evaluated as the cross section weighted average
pT for that range. The extracted aS(MZ) values are evolved to the Q scale corresponding to
the range, using 2-loop 5-flavour renormalization group (RG) evolution equation, providing
the aS(Q) values listed in Table 5. The same RG equation is used to obtain the correspond-
ing uncertainties. The contributions to both the experimental and the theoretical uncertainties
are shown in Table 6. A comparison of these results with those from other measurements of
CMS [42–44], D0 [38, 39], H1 [45, 46] and ZEUS [47] experiments are shown in Fig. 11. We
find that, within uncertainties, the current measurement is in very good agreement with re-
sults obtained by previous experiments. The present analysis constrains the aS(Q) running for
Q between 86 GeV and 1.5 TeV.

20 10 Summary

Table 7: Partial c2/ndp per number of data points ndp for the data sets used in the QCD analysis.
The global c2/ndof per degrees of freedom of 1471/1216 is obtained, with correlated c2 of 94.

Data sets Partial c2/ndp

HERA1+2 Neutral Current e+p Ep = 920 GeV 440/377
HERA1+2 Neutral Current e+p Ep = 820 GeV 416/379
HERA1+2 Neutral Current e+p Ep = 575 GeV 214/254
HERA1+2 Neutral Current e+p Ep = 460 GeV 210/204
HERA1+2 Neutral Current e�p 218/159
HERA1+2 Charged Current e+p 46/39
HERA1+2 Charged Current e�p 50/42
CMS inclusive jets 8 TeV 0 < y < 0.5 53/36

0.5 < y < 1.0 34/36
1.0 < y < 1.5 35/35
1.5 < y < 2.0 52/29
2.0 < y < 2.5 49/24
2.5 < y < 3.0 4.9/18
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Figure 12: Distributions of gluon (left), u-valence quark (middle) d-valence quark as functions
of x at the starting scale Q2 = 1.9 GeV 2. The results of the fit to the HERA data and inclusive jet
measurements at 8 TeV (shaded band), and to HERA only (hatched band) are compared with
their total uncertainties, as determined by using the HERAPDF method. In the bottom panels
the fractional uncertainties are shown.

fit [21] to the HERA DIS data and the CMS measurements at 7 TeV and, alternatively, at 8 TeV
are compared. The observations are similar to those in the QCD analysis [21].

10 Summary

A measurement of the inclusive jet cross section is presented using 19.71 fb�1 of data from
proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 8 TeV collected with the CMS detector. The result is presented

as a function of both jet transverse momentum pT and rapidity y and covers a large range in
jet pT from 74 GeV up to 2.5 TeV, in six rapidity bins up to |y| = 3.0. The parton momentum
fractions x probed in this measurement cover the range 0.019 < x < 0.625.

Detailed studies of experimental and theoretical sources of uncertainty have been carried out.

7

The measurement of inclusive photon production is reported in double differential cross sec-227

tion as a function of photon pT and rapidity. The photon + jet event is presented in triple differ-228

ential cross section as a function of photon pT and rapidity and jet rapidity. The measurement229

are compared with theoretical prediction obtained from JETPHOX calculation.230
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Figure 2: Double differential cross sections of two photon h bins (EB and EE).
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Figure 4: Result of the DY differential cross section measurement for full phase space with
FSR correction as a function of dimuon invariant mass compared to the NNLO theoretical pre-
diction of FEWZ (red) and the NLO prediction of MADGRAPH5 AMC@NLO (green). Both
NNPDF3.0 PDF set is used for the theoretical calculation. In the middle and bottom plots,
the band with red colour denotes total uncertainty which is the combination of statistical, sys-
tematical, theoretical, and luminosity uncertainties. The band with purple colour denotes the
statistical uncertainty only.

9 Summary

In summary, this note presented results of the measurement of the Drell-Yan differential cross
section ds/dm in the dimuon channel in the mass range 15 < m < 3000 GeV in proton-proton
collisions at

p
s = 13 TeV. The measurement is based on the dataset corresponding to an inte-

grated luminosity of 2.8 fb�1. The measurement is corrected for detector resolution correction
resulting in event migration between mass bins, efficiency caused by the difference between
data and MC simulation, acceptance to take into account the coverage of CMS detector, and
FSR effects pronounced mostly below the Z peak. The results are in good agreement with the
SM theoretical predictions at NNLO predictions calculated with FEWZ and NLO predictions
calculated with MADGRAPH5 AMC@NLO.

8 5 Results

Figure 5: The triple-differential dijet cross section in six bins of y⇤ and yb. The data are indicated
by different markers for each bin and the theory obtained with NLOJET++ and NNPDF 3.0,
complemented with EW and NP corrections, is depicted by solid lines. Apart from the boosted
region, the data are well described by NLO theory calculations over many orders of magnitude.
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W-like measurement of the Z boson mass using dimuon events in pp collisions at 7 TeV 

MZWlike = 91206 ± 36 (stat.) ± 30 (syst.) MeV 
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Figure 6: Difference between the fitted mass and MPDG
Z obtained with each of the three ob-

servables, together with the corresponding uncertainties, separating the statistical and exper-
imental systematic terms. Each of the six measurements can only be considered individually
because of the expected correlations among all of them, as detailed in the text.
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8 7 Cross section measurements

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Distributions of (a) the four-lepton invariant mass m```0`0 and (b) dilepton candidate
mass for four-lepton events selected with both Z bosons on-shell. Points represent the data,
shaded histograms represent the standard model prediction and reducible background esti-
mate. Hatched regions around the predicted yield represent combined statistical, systematic,
theoretical, and luminosity uncertainties.

parameters. The signal strength given by this fit across all channels is scaled by the cross section
used in the simulation to find the measured fiducial cross section.

The definitions for the fiducial phase spaces for the Z ! ```0`0 and ZZ ! ```0`0 cross section
measurements are given in Table 4.

Table 4: Fiducial definitions for reported cross sections. The common requirements are applied
for both measurements.

Cross section measurement Fiducial cuts
Common requirements p`1

T > 20 GeV, p`2
T > 10 GeV, p`3,4

T > 5 GeV,���h`
��� < 2.5 GeV, m`+`� > 4 GeV (any `` pair)

Z ! ```0`0 mZ1 > 40 GeV
80 < m```0`0 < 100 GeV

ZZ ! ```0`0 60 < mZ1 , mZ2 < 120 GeV

The measured cross sections are

sfid(pp ! Z ! ```0`0) = 30.5+5.2
�4.7 (stat)+1.8

�1.4 (syst) ± 0.8 (lum) fb, (2)

sfid(pp ! ZZ ! ```0`0) = 34.8+4.6
�4.2 (stat)+1.2

�0.8 (syst) ± 0.9 (lum) fb. (3)

The pp ! Z ! ```0`0 fiducial cross section is scaled to s(pp ! Z) ⇥ B(Z ! 4`) using the
acceptance correction factor A = 0.122± 0.002, estimated with POWHEG. It corrects the fiducial
Z! ```0`0 cross section to the phase space with only the 80–100 GeV mass window and m`` >
4 GeV requirements, and also includes a correction, 0.96 ± 0.01, for the contribution of non-
resonant four-lepton production to the signal region. The uncertainty includes effects arising

9

from variation of the factorization and renormalization scales, PDF and as uncertainties, and
possible effects of interference between resonant and non-resonant production, estimated with
MADGRAPH5 AMG@NLO [29]. The measured cross section is

s(pp ! Z)⇥ B(Z ! ```0`0) = 250+43
�39 (stat)+15

�11 (syst) ± 4 (theo)± 7 (lum) fb. (4)

The branching fraction of the Z ! ```0`0 decay, B(Z ! ```0`0), is measured by comparing the
cross section given in Eq. 4 with the Z ! `` cross section, and is computed as

B(Z ! ```0`0) =
s(pp ! Z)⇥ B(Z ! ```0`0)

s(pp ! Z)⇥ B(Z ! ``)/B(Z ! ``) · C60�120
80�100

(5)

where s(pp ! Z) ⇥ B(Z ! ``) = 1870+50
�40 pb is the Z ! `` cross section times branch-

ing fraction calculated at NNLO with FEWZ [30] in the mass range 60–120 GeV. The uncer-
tainty takes into consideration uncertainties on the strong coupling constant as, the charm
and bottom quark masses, and the effect of neglected higher-order corrections to the calcu-
lation. The factor C60�120

80�100 = 0.926 ± 0.001 corrects for the difference in Z boson mass win-
dows and is estimated using POWHEG. Its uncertainty includes scale and pdf variations. The
nominal Z to dilepton branching fraction B(Z ! ``) is 0.03366 [31]. The measured value is
B(Z ! ```0`0) = (4.9+0.8

�0.7 (stat)+0.3
�0.2 (syst)+0.2

�0.1 (theo) ± 0.1 (lum)) ⇥ 10�6, where the theoretical
uncertainty includes the uncertainties on A, C60�120

80�100 , and s(pp ! Z)⇥ B(Z ! ``). This can be
compared with 4.6 ⇥ 10�6, computed with MCFM or MADGRAPH5 AMC@NLO and is con-
sistent with CMS and ATLAS measurements at 7 and 8 TeV [9, 10].

The total ZZ production cross section for both Z bosons produced in the mass region 60–120
GeV and m`` > 4 GeV is found to be

s(pp ! ZZ) = 14.6+1.9
�1.8 (stat)+0.5

�0.3 (syst) ± 0.2 (theo)± 0.4 (lum)pb. (6)

The measured total cross section can be compared to the theoretical value of 16.5+0.7
�0.5 pb, calcu-

lated via MATRIX Ref. [1, 32], or 15.0+0.8
�0.6 pb, calculated with MCFM. Both values are calculated

with NNPDF3.0 PDF at NNLO and NLO respectively, and fixed renormalization and factoriza-
tion scales set to µR = µF = mZ.

The total ZZ cross section is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the proton-proton center-of-mass
energy. Results from the CMS [2–4] and ATLAS [5–7] experiments are compared to predictions
from MATRIX and MCFM with NNPDF3.0 PDF sets and fixed scales µF = µR = mZ. The MA-
TRIX prediction uses PDFs calculated at NNLO, while the MCFM prediction uses NLO PDFs;
using the NNLO PDFs increases the MCFM prediction by around 3%. The uncertainties on the
data are statistical (inner bars) and statistical and systematic added in quadrature (outer bars).
The band around the MATRIX predictions reflects scale uncertainties, while the band around
the MCFM predictions reflects both scale and PDF uncertainties. The theoretical predictions
and all CMS measurements are performed in the Z boson mass range 60–120 GeV. All ATLAS
measurements are in the mass window 66–116 GeV. The smaller mass window is estimated to
cause a 1.6% reduction in measured cross section.
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Table 2: The observed and expected yields of four-lepton events in the mass region 80 <
m```0`0 < 100 GeV, and estimated yields of background events evaluated from data, are shown
for each final state and are summed in the total expected yield. The first uncertainty is statisti-
cal, the second systematic.

Final Nexp
```0`0 Background Total Observed

state expected
4µ 16.88 ± 0.14 ± 0.62 0.31 ± 0.30 ± 0.12 17.19 ± 0.33 ± 0.63 17

2e2µ 15.93 ± 0.14 ± 0.87 0.37 ± 0.27 ± 0.15 16.31 ± 0.31 ± 0.88 16
4e 5.62 ± 0.08 ± 0.53 0.21 ± 0.10 ± 0.08 5.83 ± 0.13 ± 0.53 6

Total 38.43 ± 0.21 ± 1.19 0.89 ± 0.42 ± 0.22 39.32 ± 0.47 ± 1.21 39

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) The distribution of the reconstructed four-lepton mass m```0`0 for events selected
with m```0`0 < 110 GeV. Points represent the data, shaded histograms represent the standard
model prediction and reducible background estimate. Hatched regions around the predicted
yield represent combined statistical, systematic, theoretical, and luminosity uncertainties. (b)
The reconstructed mZ2 plotted against the reconstructed mZ1 in data events selected with m```0`0

between 80 and 100 GeV, with distinctive markers for each final state.

Table 3: The observed and expected yields of ZZ events, and estimated yields of background
events evaluated from data, are shown for each final state and are summed in the total expected
yield. The first uncertainty is statistical, the second systematic.

Final Nexp
```0`0 Background Total Observed

state expected

4µ 21.80 ± 0.15 ± 0.46 0.00+0.24
�0.00

+0.10
�0.00 21.80 ± 0.28 ± 0.47 26

2e2µ 36.15 ± 0.20 ± 0.81 0.60 ± 0.34 ± 0.24 36.75 ± 0.34 ± 0.85 30
4e 14.87 ± 0.12 ± 0.36 0.81 ± 0.26 ± 0.33 15.68 ± 0.26 ± 0.48 8

Total 72.82 ± 0.27 ± 1.00 1.42 ± 0.49 ± 0.42 74.23 ± 0.56 ± 1.08 64

SMP-16-001

+ La multi-boson production è un campo sempre più importante in SMP, soprattutto considerando le sinergie 
con HIG (EXO, FSQ…) 

+ Misure consistenti tra esperimenti e per diverse e.c.m., in accordo con le previsioni SM 
+ Piccole differenze residue ATLAS/CMS da fiducial cuts 
+ Italia presente con Torino

Measurement of the ZZ production cross section and Z → lll′l′ branching fraction 
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Prospects for the study of vector boson scattering in same sign WW and WZ interactions 

+ componente EWK: potenziale sul longitudinal vector boson scattering 
+ la sensibilità a nuova fisica viene investigata “partial unitarization scenario” e 

anomalous coupling in EFT 
+ la presenza italiana è grazie a MIB

2 1 Introduction
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Figure 2: Example Feynman diagrams for EW or QCD W+W+ production.

Any beyond-the-Standard-Model addition to the scattering process would alter the cancella-
tion of the SM processes resulting in changes to the cross section at high scattering center of
mass energy. This is detectable measuring observables directly sensitive to the center of mass
energy of the vector boson scattering processes, such as the vector boson transverse momen-
tum, the diboson mass and the mass of the entire scattering event including the forward scat-
tering jets. Angular distributions of the decay products are also sensitive to the expected longi-
tudinal polarization of the vector bosons in the scattering, and in the presence of new physics
they may give additional information on the underlying theory. New physics possibilities in-
clude additional Higgs bosons, other scalar particles or new gauge bosons. For instance, singly
or doubly charged Higgs bosons would allow s-channel scattering to occur in both processes.

A study of the prospects for observation of the EWK WZ scattering process and for the ob-
servation of new physics in the form of anomalous quartic couplings (aQGCs) was previously
reported by the CMS collaboration [11]. Studies of same sign W bosons scattering based on data
collected at

p
s = 8 TeV were performed by the CMS [12] and ATLAS [13] experiments. This

document describes the VBS studies performed in view of the LHC high luminosity upgrade
(HL-LHC). The upgraded collider is expected to run at the center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and
to deliver to each experiment 3 ab�1 of integrated luminosity, with events characterized by an
average number of pile-up events estimated to be about 140 minimum bias collisions. In these
conditions, the CMS detector will have to stand a significant dose of radiation, in particular in
the forward regions, which are particularly important for VBS studies. Therefore it is of impor-
tance to determine the impact on the physics performance of the subsequent detector response
degradation, as well as the advantages of redesigning the forward sections of the experiment.
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Figure 14: The expected 95% CL exclusion power for the no-Higgs scenario as a function of the
integrated luminosity for the WZ analysis The limit is expressed as deviation from the Standard
Model divided by the difference of the no-Higgs case from the Standard Model itself.

Phase I Phase II Phase I aged
noH 95% CL exclusion 0.14 0.14 0.20
LL scattering discovery significance 2.50 2.75 2.14

Table 3: Results of the combination of WW and WZ analyses, assuming a scale factor of 1 for
the lepton fake rate, for the expected significance of the longitudinal scattering observation
and expected 95% CL limit on deviations from the Standard Model due to partial unitarization
schemes.
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Figure 15: On the left, the expected discovery significance for the longitudinal vector boson
scattering for the various detector scenarios with several possible scale factors to the fake rate
after 3 ab�1 of data, for the combination of same-sign WW and WZ analyses. On the right, the
evolution of the discovery sensitivity, for the unity scale factor of the fake rate, as a function of
the collected luminosity.

1

1 Introduction
The observation of a Higgs boson with a mass of about 125 GeV by the ATLAS and CMS
collaborations [1, 2] has confirmed the standard model of elementary interactions (SM). Within
the current uncertainties, the newly found particle is consistent with the SM expectations [3–
6]. However, new phenomena may be present in the electroweak symmetry breaking sector,
where a sensitive probe of new physics is naturally given by the study of the scattering of
massive electroweak bosons (usually known as vector boson scattering, VBS) at high energy.

In proton-proton collisions, this process occurs in the topology pp ! VVjj, where the vector
bosons are radiated off incoming quarks in each proton and scatter off each other. The inter-
action can happen through a variety of mechanisms including double triple gauge coupling
(TGC) interactions in t- or s-channel, quartic gauge coupling (QGC) interactions, t-channel
Higgs boson exchange and s-channel Higgs boson production. In particular, the production
of WZ or same sign WW vector boson pairs can occur through the first three of these processes.
The processes are shown at the lowest order diagrams in Fig. 1 and 2, along with an example
of QCD production of same sign WW pairs with the vector boson pairs produced by radia-
tion from the quark lines. Individually the cross section of the electro-weak (EWK) processes
rises quickly with energy and if considered separately each of these processes would violate
unitarity. However, cancellation between them results in a finite cross section at all energies.

Figure 1: Representative tree level Feynman diagrams for EWK WZ scattering interactions.

With the discovery of a Higgs boson and a precise knowledge of its mass, the SM cross section
of VBS processes can be precisely calculated, currently at next-to-leading order (NLO) accu-
racy [7, 8]. The same initial and final states can also result from other purely EWK diagrams
including radiative emission of the second massive vector boson from the initial vector boson
in the WZ case and from the production of a VV pair via the QCD process. These processes in-
volve two QCD vertices and four EWK vertices. The QCD WZ and two jet topology also occurs
through independent diagrams involving gluons in the initial or final state that do not interfere
with the EWK production process. However, these additional contributions to the cross section
are reduced in the phase space with energetic forward jets [9, 10].
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Phase-I Phase-II Phase-I aged
S0 1.06 1.07 1.17
S1 3.51 3.55 3.87
M0 0.78 0.75 0.82
M1 1.10 1.06 1.14
M6 1.56 1.49 1.63
M7 1.37 1.32 1.45
T0 0.067 0.077 0.083
T1 0.036 0.033 0.036
T2 0.119 0.111 0.119
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Table 10.3: Expected 95% CL limits on the coefficients for BSM higher-order (dimension eight)
operators in the EFT Lagrangian (left) and 2D contour for the S0 and S1 parameters (right).

10.2.2 WZ scattering

This channel is identified by searching for three charged leptons in the final state, where two
of them have opposite sign, same flavour and an invariant mass compatible with the one of
a Z boson. The undetected neutrino generates missing transverse energy, and the longitudi-
nal component of its momentum can be determined by requiring it to be produced, together
with the charged lepton, in the decay of a W boson. The background due to Drell–Yan events
plus jets, when one jet is wrongly identified as a charged lepton, is not significant in this case,
while the irreducible component is more important than in the same-sign WW scattering. The
high-granularity forward calorimeter technology and the tracker extension play a crucial role
in identifying and removing pileup jets. Besides the VBS selections of mjj > 600 GeV and
Dhjj > 4.0, events should have a third reconstructed and identified lepton, with |h| < 2.4 and
pT > 20 GeV. Same-flavour, opposite-sign lepton pairs should not have a mass consistent with
the Z boson mass within 6 GeV and have at least 20 GeV of mass. After these conservative
requirements, the expected number of events after 3000 fb�1 of integrated luminosity are re-
ported in Table 10.2 for the various possible upgrade scenarios considered.

Figure 10.18, left, shows the expected significance on the total cross section of the EWK pro-
duction of WZ boson pairs plus two jets as a function of the integrated luminosity. Values
are determined with a two-dimensional fit in the (pT(jj), Dh`±`±) variables, and results are
reported for the different upgrade scenarios. The Dh`±`± represents the pseudo-rapidity dif-
ference between the two same-sign leptons identified in each event. Figure 10.18, right shows
the expected significance for the discovery of the longitudinal WZ scattering, obtained with a
two-dimensional fit for the (Dfjj, pT(`1)) variables. As can be seen from these projections, the
upgraded CMS detector is more sensitive than the aged version of the current one. The highest
expected exclusion power for the Higgsless scenario with respect to the SM has been obtained
fitting (pT(`3), Dhjj), yielding a 95% confidence level exclusion of a strength modifier of about
0.5 in the Phase-I case, with 140 pileup events.

10.2.3 Combined WW and WZ analysis

Results from the WW and WZ analyses have then been combined, to determine the overall per-
formance for the longitudinal scattering observation and the search for deviations from the SM
due to partial unitarization schemes. Table 10.4 shows the relevant results of the combination,
assuming a scale factor of one for the j-l misidentification rate.
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Figure 10.18: The expected cross section uncertainty of the EW WZ scattering (left), and the one
for the longitudinal component of the scattering in the same final state (right) as a function of
the integrated luminosity.

3000 fb�1, 14 TeV Phase-I Phase-II Phase-I aged
Higgsless 95% CL µ exclusion 0.14 0.14 0.20
VL VL scattering significance 2.50 2.75 2.14

Table 10.4: Results of the combination of WW and WZ analyses, assuming a scale factor of 1
for the j-l misidentification rate, for the longitudinal scattering observation and the search of
deviations from the SM due to partial unitarization schemes.

In conclusion, these preliminary studies show that the upgraded CMS detector will recover
the performances of the current one and in some cases grant an improvement in the physics
performances necessary for the verification of the EWSB in a model-independent way with
respect to the detailed description of the low-mass Higgs resonance.

+ search of deviations from the SM due to 
partial unitarization schemes

+ longitudinal scattering observation 



FSQ - physics
+ DPS - 1) osservazione diretta in same sign WW e double open-charm 

production 2) da “mean” a “tails”, il ruolo della molteplicità - Perugia 
+ Tuning e intertuning (MPI soft<->hard) - presenza italiana indiretta 
+ Correlazioni ? (c’era Padova nelle B-E) 
+ Diffrazione (Torino, Genova) 
+ Multijet topology (forward, central/forward, Mueller-Navelet) - manca una 

presenza italiana nella fisica dei jet in generale 

SM - physics
+ PDFs e V+HF - Italia parzialmente coinvolta (Trieste) 
+ W mass, quale futuro ? (Pisa) 
+ Preliminare: misura di sin2(θW) 

+ LHC - “a large vector boson collider” (la biodola 2014 - Govoni, Mariotti, 
Roda) 

+ Torino su VV, Milano (in prospettiva Firenze) su VBS, Pisa, 
Firenze su VBF 

in prospettiva: visione combinata da più gruppi SMP+HIG(+EXO+FSQ…) 
su EFT, ad esempio con same-sign WW ?

2017(/18) - piani



2017 - PU & trigger

Tutte le analisi basate sul tracker possono sostanzialmente essere proiettate in uno scenario 
ad alto Pile-Up

Misure forward e diffrattive, x-sections, jets, etc…-> serve un basso Pile-Up

FSQ ha richiesto run specifici a low-pu (anche se il management ha ridimensionato 
drasticamente la richiesta) 
Nel 2017 i low pile-up data arriveranno principalmente da: 
+ data taking per i VdM scans 
+ mini luminosity ramp-ups di LHC
+ c’e’ un proposal per utilizzare le “end-of-fill beam separations”

No support for a common data taking with TOTEM

D’altra parte si vorrebbe poter comunque contare sui run ad alta luminosità,
i.e. background subtraction methods per misurare forward/central correlations in jets/bosons 
production

TRIGGER
FSQ e SMP - già nel 2015 and 2016 molto lavoro per la costruzione dei menu specifici 
(dedicati per basso pileup e “alto” pile-up). I gruppi dovrebbero poter contare sull’esistente



conclusioni/considerazioni

FSQ ha fornito il tune di riferimento per la presa dati 13 TeV in tempi brevi, ha fornito nel 2016 
importanti highlights per la caratterizzazione delle MPI, delle LRNS correlations, produzione EW, 
VF jet x-section…investigando (not so) small-x e sistemi di diversa grandezza. 

In entrambi i gruppi la presenza italiana è generalmente (molto) piccola, concentrata nello studio 
delle MPI nel caso FSQ, maggiormente dispersa nel caso SM 

Presenza invece rilevante nella fisica CMS-TOTEM e CT-PPS! 

La presenza italiana andrebbe rafforzata nei settori potenzialmente fondamentali ma sguarniti: jet 
e multi-jet physics, sistemi più grandi (pN, NN…) e consolidata nei più promettenti (multi-boson), 
auspicabilmente con un’azione inter-PAG 

I gruppi hanno piani di misure dettagliati per il 2017 

L’alto Pile-Up limita la possibilità di misurare bene la regione forward, la possibilità di avere run 
dedicati a basso PU o utilizzare condizioni particolari del fascio dovrebbe comunque garantire 
l’attività di misurazione forward 

Non sembrano esserci sostanziali cambiamenti nei triggers in vista, i flussi elaborati fino ad ora 
garantirebbero il datataking



▪ 4 triggers from TOTEM to CMS:
     i) DPE Roman Pots (diagonal coincidences) + HLT track  

ii) Zero Bias 
iii) Minimum Bias T2 
iv) DPE Roman Pots (top-top bottom-bottom coincidences)

  2 triggers from CMS to TOTEM:
               DoubleMuon, DoubleJet (and SingleMuon_vetoHF in 50/250 bx fills)

▪ Very high TOTEM (DPE) rates: 
-CMS L1 ~ 80 kHz, CMS physics stream ~ 10 kHz

CMS+TOTEM

-Long and complicated procedure to merge the data (offset finding, event matching, final 
merging). Moreover CMS tracking had to be optimized for low pT . Now all solved and 
very promising data on Central Exclusive Production 


